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RESUMÉ  

PROFESSIONAL WORK:

   insta_house :  
     mb_architecture

   dr i f twood house :    
     mb_architecture

   gamby res idence :    
     mb_architecture 

COMPETIT ION WINNERS:

   k iss  -  the  pop -up  chapel  
     z-a studio

   lum inescent l imacon   
     acadia winner 2011 - rpi soa

UNDERGRADUATE PROJECTS:

   regenerat ing urban dens ity   
     shanghai studio spring 2011 at tongji caup   
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 note:   all subsequent graphics are original works by me unless otherwise noted

additional work samples and high res portfolio are available upon request
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t rav i s  s .  ly d o n
  contact :
    permanent address e-mail   website   phone
         244 wyona avenue      travis.s.lydon@gmail.com     www.travis-lydon.com     c. 631-807-1697

         lindenhurst, ny  11757         (digital copies available here)

  arch itectural  des igner :
         seeking active involvement in a collaborative architectural setting; a challenging workplace 
         which will yield direct contribution to a larger team by utilizing my experience in the field and 
         interests in the processes of computational scripting, 3-d design, and competition proposals. 
         my small-firm experience established a high level of practical comprehension and professional 
         responsibility that presents myself and my skill sets as an asset to any office. 
         (digital portfolio attached, additional work samples available upon request.)

  sk i ll  sets :
    design    computation  physical   graphic
         rhinoceros 5.0      grasshopper      sketching/drafting      full cs6 suite    
         autocad       python scripting      physical modeling        v-ray rendering 
         sketchup / 3d max / maya     rhino vb script     3d printer/laser cutter     some web design     

  educat ion :
         rensselaer polytechnic institue        dean’s list honoree
         bachelor of architecture degree - may 2013      cumulative gpa - 3.19

  educat ional  exper iences :
    studied at tongji unitersity in shanghai, china                spring 2012

         a semester long study-abroad collaborative between rpi and tongji university. worked together in 
         tongji / rpi student pairs in an urban design studio focused around the huang-pu riverfront.

    studied at case (center for architecture, science, and ecology) at som          fall 2010

         ecologically - oriented architectural research endeavor sponsored in tandem by rpi and som in 
         manhattan. yielded early exposure to rapid prototyping and cross-field research trajectories.

  compet it ion :
    luminescent limacon - acadia 2011
         using a parametric-intensive course, we explored fabrication techniques using rvb, python and 
         grasshopper scripting. the script designed by myself, florian frank, and professor andrew 
         saunders was the basis of the submission which won the acadia competition.             arhinect link

    kiss - the pop-up chapel sponsored by architizer                 
         sponsored by architizer and flatcut, our design was chosen as one of two winning entries for 
         the pop-up chapel competition exhibited in central park on july 30, 2011.                 architizer link

  profess ional :
    architectural designer at mb_architecture         june 2013 - october 2014
         after freelancing in the winter of 2012, i joined full-time with maziar behrooz after graduation
         from rpi. assisted with design development of the insta_house project and worked directly beside 
         maziar behrooz through all current projects, starting with preliminary schematic design of our 
         driftwood house to its current state of construction documentation. directly involved in all 
         phases of design, from client meetings and presentations to construction documentation details 
         and specification. (work samples available upon request)

    freelance at rukkus inc.          october 2014 - present
         came to the start-up as a consultant on arena-map creation. gained exposure to innovative python 
         scripting, user interface, app design, and the inner-workings of a small start-up environment.

    freelance at danita otruba architect        october 2014 - present
         currently working on a freelance basis for danita otruba on existing condition drawings, design 
         drawings, construction documentation, 3-d modeling, rendering, and any other necessary tasks.

    intern at studio them                    summer 2012
         iterated modular component aggregations in 3-d, cast large ceramic prototypes, and worked on 
         ‘tz’ijk’ the winner of the vida 1.4 art & artificial life production grant under gustavo crembil.            

    intern at z-a studio              summer 2011
         worked beside guy zucker of z-a studio on projects ranging from a brownstone renovation to the 
         winning entry of the pop-up chapel ‘kiss’ which we both designed and fabricated ourselves.

  references :
     maziar behrooz  gustavo crembil danita otruba  guy zucker
      e. maziar@mbarchitecture.com  e. gcrembil@studiothem.com  e. dotruba@danitaotruba.com  e. guy@z-astudio.com

      p. 631 - 329 - 2983   p. 732 - 407 - 7417   p. 516 - 997 - 9333   p. 917 - 922 - 6690 



front & rear sections

short section render

peg board storage system details
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INSTA_HOUSE

insta_house was the first project 

i started working on with maziar 

behrooz architecture. the prefab 

design focuses on the adaptive re-

use of discarded shipping containers 

and makes use of four units, stacked 

two by two. cutting open the front 

half of the containers opens the 

interior space up as a double-height 

living area, and carefully placed 

interior cuts open the space further 

without compromising the structural 

integrity of the original containers. 

the grand interior staircase also 

doubles as a main storage area, as 

we designed a peg-board type storage 

wall system which integrates into 

the design. insta_house is a fully 

functional prefabricated house, fitting 

two bedrooms, one bathroom, a full 

kitchen and double height living room 

all under a remarkably low $149,000 

price point.

PROJECT OWNED BY:

maziar behrooz architecture

PROJECT INFO:

type:  residential pre-fab

area: 950 sf house

PROJECT AWARDS:

2014 aia peconic merit award

- unbuilt category

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

came in very early on in the design 

process, working beside maziar 

behrooz through all stages of 

development. created early schematic 

drawings and renderings, produced 

final renderings of the insta_house, 

and created the full fabrication 

drawing set readying the insta_house 

for production.



section through grand stair

ground floor plan

second floor plan

long section render
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east elevation by jeanie fan

model by danielle lehmann

floor plan by jeanie fan

south elevation by jeanie fan

1    entry

2    living room

3    viewing room

4    kitchen

5    dining room

6    master suite

7    office

8    guest room

9    courtyard
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DRIFTWOOD HOUSE

located on a small half acre water-

front lot in east hampton, the 

driftwood house will sit perched 

modestly above gardiner’s bay; 

expressed as a provocative geometric 

assembly of three main pods, the 

living spaces are connected to 

eachother with a low-ceiling bridge. 

architectural intervention is here 

reduced to bare minimum, drawing 

the focus of the user out to the 

surroundings by weaving the line 

of the horizon through the interior 

spaces of the house. interior 

courtyards provide partial glimpses 

through layered transparencies 

and slowly reveal the views to the 

exterior, culminating in the living 

space where two eighteen-foot tall 

side-walls hold the horizon, sky, and 

bay in a perfect frame of view.

 PROJECT OWNED BY:

maziar behrooz architecture

 PROJECT INFO:

location:  east hampton, long island

area: 3,200 sf main level

year: 2015 in-construction

 PROJECT AWARDS:

2014 aia peconic merit award

 - unbuilt category

 PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

joined mb architecture at the

outset of schematic design, and 

worked well through construction 

documentation of the driftwood house. 

created early schematic drawings, 

design documents, and construction 

documents, as well as the keynote 

isometric render. also worked on 

multiple early study models and other 

visualizations for client presentations 

and overall project development.



isometric render

early dd main level plan
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cellar plan

wall section
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GAMBY RESIDENCE

my primary exposure to a real 

full construction document set 

occurred during this project which 

is currently under construction. 

the gamby residence consisted of a 

small addition to an existing house 

in the springs marshland of east 

hampton, as well as an addition to 

the existing artist’s studio on the 

premises. primarily to be utilized as 

a gallery-type space for the owner’s 

art, the addition consisted of a 

carefully curated series of angled 

walls to uniquely orient the viewer 

while viewing each piece in the pseudo-

gallery. considerably delayed with 

zoning permits and the like there-

in, i came on to the gamby project 

mid design-development stages and 

produced the full construction 

document set myself. construction 

began on the project shortly before i 

left mb_architecture, and i have kept 

tabs on the project since, following 

through all phases of construction 

administration on my own. through 

intermittent site visits, i’ve continued 

to check in on the progress of 

construction in order to gain 

more in-field knowledge of drawing 

translation to built work.

 PROJECT OWNED BY:

maziar behrooz architecture

 PROJECT INFO:

location:  springs, east hampton

type: residential addition 

 PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

produced the full construction 

document set largely on my own, with 

direction from maziar behrooz, as 

well as client presentation materials, 

coordination with contractors, 

and material research studies and 

presentation for final finishes.



second floor planground floor plan

front elevation main section

exterior render - agustín chiffletinterior render - agustín chifflet
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section break-downs for transport to site

assembly of sections

joining of top and bottoms on site
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KISS -  THE POP -UP CHAPEL

during a summer internship at z-a 

studio, we designed a proposal for  

and later won the pop-up chapel 

competition. ‘kiss’ was created as a 

poetic interpretation of the idea of 

marriage, as the two separate entities 

‘when joined together create a stable 

entity that is more than the sum of its 

parts.’ from a design standpoint, kiss 

was intended to be simple yet dynamic, 

utilizing a simple material such as 

honeycomb cardboard to create two 

unique yet novel gestural forms. 

the individual forms touch briefly 

as the two separate forms stabilize 

eachother, further establishing the 

poetic ‘kiss.’ as a well-executed 

desired formal asthetic, kiss 

articulates the didactic institution 

that is marriage.

PROJECT OWNED BY:

z-a studios

PROJECT INFO:

type:  competition, pavilion

team: guy zucker, travis lydon,

  chiara tiberti, harriet   

  bramley

PROJECT AWARDS:

pop-up chapel competition winner

 - sponsored by architizer

nominated for an architizer a+ award

featured project in venice biennale

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

worked beside guy zucker on design 

from the outset of the project, 

designing the preliminary version of 

kiss in rhino with a short 

grasshopper script. produced 

preliminary renderings and drawings 

for competition submission. once 

annouced as one of two winning 

designs, our team fabricated kiss in 

brooklyn at tietz-baacon studios.



interior ceiling

interior surface expression

wedding in progress kiss in the architectural landscape

floor plan for proposal submission
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vb scripted vase project

cage to interpolated curve system

diagrammatic assembly

surface unroll system by florian frank
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LUMINESCENT LIMACON

in a mini-studio of sorts, the 

equation-based morphologies seminar 

permitted exploration into processes 

of scripting and digital fabrication, 

culminating in a team submission to 

the acadia competition. a preliminary 

design proposal was created primarily 

by professor andrew saunders, 

florian frank, and myself, with each 

focusing on a different aspect of the 

submission. my primary focus was on 

the formal geometry and the cage-like 

division structure used to generate 

the inner and outer shells. florian 

devised a unique unrolling script to 

be integrated within grasshopper to 

handle the complex doubly-curved 

geometries, writing unique plug-in 

components to handle the rigorous 

geometry, and professor saunders 

executed flawless renderings of 

the project and oversaw all design 

decisions. the original prototype was 

fabricated ourselves and assembled at 

rpi, and professor saunders continued 

on with the project after semester’s 

end to coordinate the production with 

flatcut and arrive at the final model.

 PROJECT OWNED BY:

rpi soa

 PROJECT INFO:

type:  competition, lighting

team: prof. andrew saunders,   

  florian frank, travis lydon,  

  luca tesio, andrea uras, 

  kate lisi, caressa siu

 PROJECT AWARDS:

winner of the acadia competition

 PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

grasshopper scripted formal  

iterations of double shells, worked 

out sequencing & diagrams, and 

managed assembly of prototype 1.

Dim Pi : Pi = 4 * Atn(1)

Dim arrPoints

Dim u,v,k,vMin,vMax,vStp,numObj

Dim x,y,z,xt,yt,zt,r

Dim a,b,n 

vMin=0 

vMax=16 

vStp=1  

ReDim arrObjects(vMax/vStp)

For v = vMin To vMax Step vStp  

                    # of curves created 

for u = 0 To 2 * Pi Step Pi/20   

               original conchoid curve

          a=10

               ext v. int. curve deformation

          b=4

               outer size of final form  

          n=(v Mod 1)+(v Mod 3)+3

               # of deviations in shape

          r = (a+(b*-Cos(n*u))+(v Mod 6)) 

               conchoid - now polar eqn.
 

conchoid - convert into parametric cartesian
 

          xt= r*Cos(u+(Pi/16*v))

          yt= r*Sin(u+(Pi/14*v))

          zt= v*4  

scale in X and Y dir. as curves move upward
 

          xt= r*Cos(u+(Pi/16*v))

          yt= r*Sin(u+(Pi/14*v))

          zt= v*4 

     If IsArray(arrPoints) Then 

          ReDim Preserve:   

          :arrPoints(UBound(arrPoints)+1) 

     Else    

          ReDim arrPoints(0)

     End If 

     arrPoints(ubound(arrPoints))=: 

     :Array(x,y,z)

     Next 

     k=v

     arrObjects(k) = Rhino. :  

     :AddCurve(arrPoints)

     arrPoints = vbNull

Next

Rhino.AddLoftSrf (arrObjects)

End Sub

Conchoid() 

‘////////////////////////////////////////

written for ‘EBM Vase’ by Travis Lydon

option explicit

sub Conchoid()



detail photo of wires

formal iterations of the double shell final prototype

original prototype
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degree 8 fabric regeneration

transverse volumetric section
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GENERATIVE URBAN FABRIC

observed densities within the urban 

fabric are a base system for analysis, 

and the driver behind preliminary 

diagrammatic systems of analyses. 

system development re-establishes 

certain ‘nodes’ within the urban 

fabric of shanghai, which then re-

constucts and re-contextualizes the 

urban fabric at the scale of our 

surrounding site context. based 

on degrees of separation between 

points of influence, it utilizes an 

organic growth pattern which defines 

a general boundary volume within 

the site boundary. the system is re-

applied to this formal volumetric 

shell with an intense logic regarding 

continuation and flow of internal 

space within, expressed as a three-

dimensional voronoi system. as 

relationships are derived from 

programmatic requirements on site, 

the interior volumes within the shell 

become interstitial negotiations 

between the built work and the 

inherent culture of urban shanghai.

 PROJECT OWNED BY:

travis s. lydon - rpi soa

long bin - tongji caup

 PROJECT INFO:

type:  urban design studio

team:  travis lydon, jason wang   

  (rpi soa), long bin, 

  wen shi (tongji caup)

 

 PROJECT AWARDS:

selected work from rpi soa, published in 
jiao - zhi: interworkings at shanghai’s south bund

 PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS:

grasshopper scripted original site 

analysis diagrams, which became the 

foundation for the system development 

ultimately utilized to create the final 

‘form’ also parametrically scripted & 

generated.



degree 5 fabric regeneration degree 3 fabric regeneration points of influence

longitudinal volumetric section

final compiled site diagram
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